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 Abstract- we have implemented highly accurate Monte Carlo
based scatter modeling (MCS) with 3-D ordered subsets
expectation maximization (OSEM) reconstruction. The scatter i s
included in the statistical model as an additive term and
attenuation and detector response are included in the
forward/backprojector. In the present implementation of MCS, a
simple multiple window-based estimate is used for the initial
iterations and in the later iterations the Monte Carlo estimate i s
used for several iterations before it is updated. For I-131, MCS
was evaluated and compared with triple energy window (TEW)
scatter compensation using simulation studies of a
mathematical phantom and a clinically realistic voxel-phantom.
Even after just two Monte Carlo runs, excellent agreement was
found between the MCS estimate and the true scatter
distribution. Accuracy and noise of the reconstructed images
were superior with MCS compared to TEW. However, the
improvement was not large, and in some cases may not justify
the large computational requirements of MCS. Finally clinical
application of MCS was demonstrated by applying the method
to a radioimmunotherapy (RIT) patient study.
I. INTRODUCTION
The loss of SPECT image quality and quantification
accuracy due to photon scatter is well known. The various
scatter compensation techniques developed in the past have
been reviewed recently [1]. These methods can be grouped in
to two broad categories: subtraction-based and reconstruction-
based scatter compensation. In the subtraction-based approach
the scatter component is estimated and subtracted from the
projection data prior to reconstruction. The scatter estimate is
typically obtained from multiple energy window acquisitions.
In the reconstruction-based approach the scatter is included in
the statistical model. With this approach there is no explicit
subtraction of scatter counts, hence the noise increase
associated with scatter subtraction methods is avoided.
Comparative studies have shown that iterative reconstruction
with accurate modeling of scatter is superior to pre-
reconstruction scatter subtraction [2,3]. In the past Monte
Carlo simulation has been used for accurate scatter modeling in
2D (Floyd et al [4]) and 3D (Beekman et al [5]) iterative
SPECT reconstruction. The method of Floyd et al has massive
computational requirements for pre-calculating and storing the
full system matrix. Hence it was only implemented for 2D
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SPECT. Recently, because of computing advances the practical
feasibility of this approach for 3D SPECT was re-investigated
[6]. In  the method of Beekman et al the scatter-modeling step
involves the Monte Carlo calculation of low noise scatter
projections. Their evaluations for Tc-99m imaging
demonstrated that the reconstructions based on the Monte
Carlo projector are superior to those based on an advanced
analytical scatter model.
Our interest is in tumor and organ activity quantification for
dosimetry in patients undergoing I-131 RIT for Non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma.  In I-131 SPECT, both object scatter
and collimator scatter is highly significant because of the high
energy of the photopeak (364 kev) and other emissions (637
kev, 722 kev).  The goal of the present work was to implement
highly accurate Monte Carlo based scatter modeling (MCS)
with 3-D OSEM reconstruction. The SIMIND Monte Carlo
algorithm [7], includes accurate physical modeling of the
collimator (including collimator scatter and penetration) and
has been extensively validated for I-131[8]. The latest version
of SIMIND used in the present work has a newly developed
collimator algorithm, which is based on the Delta scattering
method [9]. Unlike in previous implementations of MCS [5]
in the present approach the Monte Carlo scatter estimate is not
used in the initial iterations and it is not updated at each
iteration. The proposed method can be applied to clinical
studies when a SPECT image and a co-registered attenuation
map are available for defining the input object to the Monte
Carlo projector. Co-registered  CT derived attenuation maps are
typically available for RIT patients at our clinic as they are
used for SPECT attenuation correction. Although MCS has
the potential for highly accurate scatter estimation it has high
computational requirements to generate low noise scatter
projections. In addition, this correction will not account for
scattered photons that originated outside the SPECT camera
field of view (FOV) because the input object to the projector
does not extend beyond the FOV. Simpler multiple-energy
window based methods may be able to correct for these
scattered photons.
In this paper we discuss the implementation of MCS and
carry out phantom studies to evaluate the method and compare
it with a TEW scatter correction [10] used thus far in our
clinical SPECT studies for I-131 RIT. Finally MCS is applied
to a patient study to demonstrate clinical application. The
present study does not focus on methods to speed-up the
Monte Carlo projector or evaluate errors in the scatter model
due to mis-registration and noisy attenuation maps.
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I. METHODS
A. Reconstruction
In both TEW and MCS, the scatter estimate is included in
the OSEM algorithm in the manner appropriate for Poisson
statistics [11], i.e. scatter is included in the statistical model as
a “known” additive term as shown below:












        (1)
where x is the unknown image consisting of n voxels, Y is
the measured projection data, G is the system matrix excluding
scatter, and s is the scatter estimate.  With scatter treated in
this manner we include only attenuation and  detector response
in the forward/backprojector.  This avoids the massive
computational requirements associated with including scatter
in the system matrix. Reconstruction was carried out with an
unregularized multi-plane (3D) OSEM algorithm using 6
subsets.
In the TEW method, the photopeak window scatter counts
for each pixel is estimated from counts acquired in two
adjacent narrow subwindows following Gaussian smoothing
(FWHM=3 pixels) of the subwindow projection data.   This
estimate is used in all iterations.  In the MCS method, the
TEW scatter estimate is used only in the initial iterations,
until a reasonable reconstructed image is obtained. This initial
reconstruction together with the phantom/patient attenuation
map defines the input object to the SIMIND projector.
Gaussian smoothing (FWHM=3 pixels) is performed on the
SIMIND generated scatter estimate. To reduce noise, an
analytical projector is used for the primary photons. In a
previous study on SPECT reconstruction with Monte Carlo
scatter compensation the scatter estimate was updated at each
iteration [5].  This seems inefficient when iterative algorithms
converge slowly.  Therefore, in our implementation the MCS
estimate is generated one time and is used for several iterations
before recalculating a new estimate.
To investigate the number of photon histories needed to
minimize noise we used 107, 108 and 109 photons/projection
when generating the Monte Carlo scatter estimate. The run
time for 107 and 108 histories was 2 hours and 20 hours
respectively on a DEC ALPHA 1000 workstation.  The
simulation with 109 histories was carried out on multiple
processors of the IBM POWER4+ system at the San Diego
Supercomputer Center, University of California.
B. Phantom Simulations
Monte Carlo simulation was used not only to generate the
scatter estimate during reconstruction but also to obtain the
original projections. For the original phantom projections a
large number (1010 photons/projection) of histories were
simulated to generate essentially noise free projection data.
Both a mathematical elliptical phantom and the
anthropomorphic voxel-man phantom [12] were used. The
elliptical tank was 23x31.5 cm and 20.5 cm in height and
contained 2 hot-spheres (5.8 cm, and 2.9 cm diameter), one
cold-sphere (5.8 cm diameter) and one warm-sphere (5.8 cm
diameter) in a uniform background. The sphere to background
activity concentration ratio for the hot spheres was 5:1 while
that for the warm sphere was 1:2. For the voxel-man phantom,
activity concentration ratios were assigned to reflect a typical
situation in SPECT imaging after the therapy administration
of I-131. To mimic the situation in patient imaging all 240
slices of the torso phantom were simulated, although only 60
of these slices were within the camera FOV.  It is important to
include all slices since photons originating outside the FOV
that undergo scatter can contribute to the image.
A Picker Prism 3000 SPECT camera was modeled with a
commercial ultra-high energy collimator (UHEGAP) that
minimizes septal penetration. SPECT simulations employed
360 degrees, 60 angles a 20% photopeak at 364 keV, and two
6% adjacent scatter correction windows. For the elliptical
phantom the matrix size was 64x64 with a pixel size of 7.2
mm while for the voxel-man the matrix was 128x128 with a
pixel size of 4 mm.
C. Evaluation
In addition to visual comparison of images and profiles
several image quality measures were calculated to
quantitatively evaluate the scatter compensation. The
normalized mean square error (NMSE) was calculated for both
the scatter projections and for reconstructed images while the
other measures were calculated for reconstructed images only.
The accuracy was evaluated using the NMSE defined by
% * ( )NMSE xi pii pii= −∑ ∑( )100 2 2          (2)
where the sums are over a region of interest (ROI).  When the
NMSE is calculated for projection data, x represents the
estimated scatter projection and p represents the true scatter
projection. When NMSE is calculated for reconstructed data x
represents the reconstructed image and p represents the true
phantom. NMSE is computed for the noise free images.
For the spheres contrast was defined as
C l b l b= − +| | /( )    (3)
where l and b are the count densities in the sphere and uniform
background, respectively. Relative contrast is defined as the
ratio of reconstruction contrast to true phantom contrast.
To measure noise, the original phantom projection data was
scaled to 20 million total counts (this corresponds to a typical
patient therapy scan in RIT) before the addition of Poisson
distributed noise. The noise-free projection data and the noisy
projection data were both reconstructed as described
previously. The noise was measured using the normalized
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where the sums are over a ROI.  Here, x is the image
reconstructed from noisy data, x  is the image reconstructed
from noise free data and N is the number of pixels.
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D. Patient Study
To demonstrate clinical application MCS compensation was
applied to one patient in our I-131 RIT data archive. The
lymphoma patient had been imaged 44 hours after therapy
administration of 4Gbq of I-131 tositumomab using the same
SPECT system modeled in the present phantom studies. The
SPECT matrix size was 64x64 with a pixel size of 7.2 mm.
The co-registered CT-derived attenuation map was available.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For MCS, the TEW estimate was used in the initial 20
iterations at which point the first Monte Carlo scatter estimate
was generated. Below, MCS1 refers to the case where the first
Monte Carlo scatter estimate was used in all further iterations
(iteration 20 to 60) while MCS2 refers to the case where a
second Monte Carlo scatter estimate was generated at iteration
40 and used for the next 20 iterations. Projection data was
reconstructed 1) without scatter compensation 2) with TEW
compensation 3) with MCS (both MCS1 and MCS2)
compensation. The ‘ideal’ data set corresponding to primary
(scatter-free) photons was also simulated and reconstructed
without scatter compensation. All the reconstructions included
attenuation correction and 3D detector response modeling.
A. Elliptical phantom
For the scatter projections, the NMSEs for the TEW
estimate and MCS estimates with different numbers of photon
histories are compared in Table 1.  Based on these results it is
evident that 107 photons/projection is too few histories for
generating an accurate Monte Carlo scatter estimate. With both
108 and 109  photons/projection the NMSE values for MCS
TABLE I
NMSE CALCULATED FOR PROJECTION DATA.
TEW MCS1 MCS2
107 108 109 108 109
%NMSE 1.5 8.3 1.3 1.1 0.6 0.3
Fig 1. Profile across a typical scatter projection.
are better than that for TEW. Figure 1 shows the profile across
a typical scatter projection. There is good agreement between
MCS and the true scatter profile while TEW consistently
overestimates the scatter.  Because of the almost perfect
agreement between the true scatter profile and MCS2 it appears
that further updating of the scatter estimate is not necessary.
Note that in Figure 1, the profiles corresponding to the scatter
estimates are smoother than that corresponding to the true
scatter because as described previously Gaussian smoothing
was applied to the estimates.
The NMSE calculated for the reconstructed images initially
decrease with iteration, but then increases with iteration due to
noise. For the large hot sphere, the plot of NMSE versus
iteration for the different reconstructions is shown in Figure 2.
For the different reconstructed images the minimum NMSE
values for the total image and the sphere ROIs are given in
Table 2. The results of Table 2 and Figure 2 shows that both
scatter modeling methods significantly improve the NMSE
when compared with images reconstructed without scatter
correction. The NMSE values for MCS with both 108 and 109
photons/projection are superior to those for TEW, however the
improvement is not very large. Note that because the NMSE is
defined relative to the true phantom it includes not only scatter
effects, but resolution effects as well. This explains why values
for scatter corrected images can be superior to those of the
primary images.
Fig 2.  %NMSE versus iteration for the hot sphere ROI.
TABLE II.







8.9 22.7 9.5 9.5 9.5
Large hot
sphere
9.0 11.9 9.8 8.4 8.6
Small hot
sphere
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Fig 3. NSD versus iteration for the total image.
 Fig 4.  Contrast versus NSD for the large hot sphere.
Fig 5. Contrast versus NSD for the cold sphere.
For the total image, NSD is plotted as a function of iteration
for the different reconstructions in Figure 3. NSD values for
MCS are slightly superior to TEW when 109
photons/projection are used while it is slightly inferior when
108 photons/projection are used. Contrast-to-noise curves for
the hot and cold spheres are plotted in Figures 4 and 5. Again,
both scatter modeling methods significantly improves the
contrast-to-noise curves compared with images reconstructed
without scatter correction. The curve for TEW appears superior
to that of MCS as well as that of the primary data. However,
this is because the TEW method overcompensates for scatter,
which is also evident from the scatter profiles of Figure 1.
B. Voxel-man phantom
For the voxel phantom the profiles across a typical scatter
projection are shown in Figure 6. As for the elliptical
phantom, the profiles show that TEW overestimates scatter
while there is almost perfect agreement between the true scatter
profile and the second MCS estimate. The %NMSE calculated
for the scatter projections were 1.9 for TEW, 3.3 for MCS1
and 1.2 for MCS2. The MCS estimate is more accurate than
the TEW estimate despite the fact that TEW can account for
scattered photons that originate from voxel-man slices outside
the camera FOV. For the reconstructed images, the NMSE was
calculated for the total image only and are plotted as a function
of iteration in Figure 7. Both TEW and MCS significantly
improve NMSE compared with images reconstructed without
scatter correction. The NMSE values for MCS are slightly
superior to those for TEW. Figure 8 shows one slice of the
voxel phantom activity and attenuation maps and the
reconstructed images at iteration 60.  The figure clearly shows
the degradation in contrast when no scatter correction is used.
Both the TEW and MCS corrected images look very similar to
the image corresponding to the scatter-free data.
Fig 6. Profile across a scatter projection of voxel-man.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig 8. Slice of voxel-man (a) activity map (b) attenuation map (c)
reconstructed image corresponding to primary photons (d) image
reconstructed without scatter correction (e) image reconstructed with TEW
(f) image reconstructed with MCS.
C. Patient study
The SPECT reconstruction with TEW at iteration 20 and
the patient attenuation map defined the input object to the
Monte Carlo projector (a typical slice of the input object is
shown in Figure 9). As in the phantom studies the first MCS
scatter estimate was used for iterations 20 to 40 at which point
a second MCS estimate was generate and used for iterations 40
to 60. MCS estimates were generated using 109
photons/projection. Figure 10 shows the comparison between
the TEW and MCS2 estimates for a typical scatter projection.
For the patient the true scatter is not known, but as in the
phantom TEW overestimates scatter compared with MCS.
Based on the results for the phantom studies we can expect the
MCS estimate to be more accurate than the TEW estimate.
III. CONCLUSION
These studies demonstrate highly accurate scatter
compensation with MCS, even after just two updates of the
Monte Carlo estimate.  MCS outperformed TEW in terms of
NMSE and noise, but the improvement was not large, and in
some cases may not justify the large computational
requirements of MCS. The TEW corrected images had higher
contrast compared with MCS because of overcorrection for
scatter. MCS image accuracy was not significantly improved
by using more than 108 photons/projection. Clinical
applicability of the method was demonstrated by the patient
study, where as in the phantom studies TEW overestimated the
scatter compared with MCS. The SIMIND simulation time to
generate the scatter estimate was relatively long (20 hours on a
workstation for 108 photons/projection). However, in the
present implementation the MCS estimate is not updated at
each iteration, therefore the speed of the Monte Carlo simulator
is less important than in previous implementations.
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Fig 9. One slice of the patient attenuation map and SPECT activity
distribution used as input to the Monte Carlo projector.
Fig 10. Profile across a scatter projection for the patient.
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